In an organization operating in the bancassurance sector we identified a low-risk IT subportfolio of 84 IT projects comprising together 16,500 function points, each project varying in size and duration, for which we were able to quantify its requirements volatility. This representative portfolio stems from a much larger portfolio of IT projects. We calculated the volatility from the function point countings that were available to us. These figures were aggregated into a requirements volatility benchmark. We found that maximum requirements volatility rates depend on size and duration, which refutes currently known industrial averages. For instance, a monthly growth rate of 5% is considered a critical failure factor, but in our low-risk portfolio we found more than 21% of successful projects with a volatility larger than 5%. We proposed a mathematical model taking size and duration into account that provides a maximum healthy volatility rate that is more in line with the reality of low-risk IT portfolios. Based on the model, we proposed a tolerance factor expressing the maximal volatility tolerance for a project or portfolio. For a low-risk portfolio its empirically found tolerance is apparently acceptable, and values exceeding this tolerance are used to trigger IT decision makers. We derived two volatility ratios from this model, the π-ratio and the ρ-ratio. These ratios express how close the volatility of a project has approached the danger zone when requirements volatility reaches a critical failure rate. The volatility data of a governmental IT portfolio were juxtaposed to our bancassurance benchmark, immediately exposing a problematic project, which was corroborated by its actual failure. When function points are less common, e.g. in the embedded industry, we used daily source code size measures and illustrated how to govern the volatility of a software product line of a hardware manufacturer. With the three real-world portfolios we illustrated that our results serve the purpose of an early warning system for projects that are bound to fail due to excessive volatility. Moreover, we developed essential requirements volatility metrics that belong on an IT governance dashboard and presented such a volatility dashboard.
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Introduction
Software is ubiquitous, it has penetrated our society into all its capillaries. Since our society is continuously evolving and changing its demands, the foundations on which it stands have to adapt to the inevitable and often abrupt changes. Therefore, software evolves, and not only after it has been delivered, but also during the development phase. An illustrative example of evolving software is internet banking. Where most banking systems were developed in COBOL in the sixties and seventies of the 20th century when the World Wide Web did not even exist, the need for Internet banking arose with the increasing popularity of Internet in the nineties of the same century. In an era when object-oriented languages gained popularity, these new on-line banking services, mostly written in object-oriented languages, had to be connected to the existing and aging, but above all omnipresent [5] , procedural COBOL systems. Over a time span of 40 years the banking systems had evolved, COBOL systems were maintained and updated, and linked to new systems, thus adapting to the needs of clients.
Requirements. To impose boundaries on a project and to create consensus about its scope, the stakeholders' wishes and desires are translated into requirements. Requirements engineering is not something new and many books have been written on this subject, some well-known being: [12, 21, 29, 44, 59, 60, 65, 81, 83] . Weinberg succinctly states the rationale for requirements [81] :
Requirements are made for a common purpose: to change vague desires into explicit and unambiguous statements of what the customers want.
But, before the ink of the requirements document is dry and the design phase has commenced, the first meetings generate questions and new insights that immediately influence the decisions just taken and the agreed upon requirements. To continue Weinberg:
These statements are then used to compare what was built and what was desired-the fundamental measurement of any feedback controlled process.
During a feedback controlled software development process the requirements that were initially frozen are stretched until a desired and satisfying scope is reached. Oftentimes, budget, schedule and requirements are not in alignment. We want it all, we want it yesterday and we want if for free. As a consequence, requirements are pressed together to fit into a certain project budget or parts of the requirements are hewed away from the initial scope. Requirements volatility is a fact of life, and therefore important to manage. Ideally this requirements stretching, squeezing and hewing is kept within certain bounds. But what bounds are acceptable? Some requirements volatility will be necessary and healthy, but burgeoning requirements or the opposite, requirements suffering from severe scrap can cause a project to get out of sight and off track. Continuously changing requirements can drive project management crazy, make clients angry, developers irritated, budget holders disappointed and everybody distressed. Then again, we encountered projects for which a high volatility of the requirements had a positive influence on productivity. However, these are exceptions when volatility is supported by a development process and tools.
Creep angst. Weinberg [81] illustrates the explosive growth of myriads of requirements with the project that is afraid to finish, an initially six month project turned out to be dragging on for two years. The end-date was continuously postponed, keeping the project from finishing. One of the main problems stated in Weinberg's example was that management failed to keep requirements volatility under control. Jones [35] confirms Weinberg with his statement:
One of the most chronic problems in software development is the fact that application requirements are almost never stable and fixed.
Jones further emphasizes the problem with:
Although creeping requirements are troublesome, they are often a technical necessity.
So, requirements volatility is a fact of life, but how to control the volatility? Although Weinberg states that volatility is always a problem leading to projects that do not finish, we found that creep can be healthy when it positively influences productivity or when there is a business case to stretch the requirements. When stakeholders decide to change the requirements after they were agreed upon, and there is a business case to do so [55] , all project stakeholders need to be aware of this, so everybody knows what has to be delivered at the end of the project and how much the client is going to be paying for the resulting product. A natural question that arises is how much volatility is healthy and how much volatility is going to create more havoc than solving problems. In this paper we propose how requirements volatility can be described and quantified with simple statistical methods and how projects with unhealthy volatility can be identified.
Plans and planes.
To illustrate that even with the best intentions it is very hard to keep requirements volatility under control, we recall a famous real-world case of a project that is at the time of writing still afraid to finish. It concerns the Advanced Automation System (AAS), an initially quoted $4.3 billion, 1.5 million lines of code, 10-year project announced in 1981 by the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) [9, 14, 23] . The project concerns modernization of the Air Traffic Control system to: meet projected increases in traffic volumes, enhance the system's margin of safety, and increase the efficiency of the Air Traffic Control system.
In 1981 the FAA announced their plans for this program. After nine years of requirements engineering and design competition, the contract was awarded in 1988 and signed two years later in 1990, almost ten years after the announcement. Two years after commencement, the project schedule was extended by 19 months due to, among others, unresolved differences in system specifications caused by changes to the requirements. In 1994 after an additional 14-month schedule delay the project was declared out of control by FAA management. At the time of writing this paper, after more than two decades of schedule delays and changing and growing requirements, this project is still on the US Government Accountability Office's list of high-risk programs, where it has been listed since 1995. What tools or metrics can be used to monitor the requirements volatility of such projects?
Software is a knowledge product, therefore, during the development process either progressive understanding of the product is gained or new technology comes available that needs to be incorporated into the product. Because of the volatile nature of the environment that software needs to abide by, initial requirements are not necessarily the right ones and need to be adapted and bent in the right direction during the process. However, requirements arriving in later project phases seem more difficult to implement than requirements added in earlier stages of the process. We consider requirements volatility healthy if it delivers an end-product based on changed requirements due to progressive understanding of the product and when the end-product based on the changed requirements better suits the customer's needs than an end-product based on the initial, partly or completely, incorrect requirements. The requirements volatility must be within healthy bounds to enable the project to deliver a product at all. Moreover, the volatility must be supported by a sound business case. In all other cases, we are facing intolerable volatility, i.e. when we have either too much volatility or it lacks a sound business case, or both, which is usually the standard. With the metrics proposed in this paper, it is possible to monitor the volatility and create a requirements volatility dashboard as an early-warning system to monitor for projects that are out of control.
Requirements reality. We recall Jones who already wrote in 1996 [35] that in reality, requirements change. Requirements change is problematic, so executives are tempted to consider an IT enabled business investment ideal when there are no more changes once the requirements phase is finished. After signing off the requirements, the implementation of the project should be without further change or delay. However, according to Kotonya and Sommerville [44, pp.113-114] :
It is often the case that more than 50% of a system's requirements will be modified before it is put into production and that a recent European survey of 4000 companies found that the management of customer requirements was one of the principal problem areas in software development and production.
Leffingwell states in a summarizing article [47] that between 41% [63] and 56% [72] of all defects can be traced back to errors made during the requirements phase. Robert Glass traced in a small empirical study [22] the origin of 5.5% of the persistent defects to inadequate requirements. Frederick Brooks proclaims in his seminal book on management of computer programming projects 'The Mythical Man-Month' that the only constancy is change itself [8] . So, a zero-change policy looks good on management charts, but does not necessarily help in achieving the best possible results. The challenge is to allow for healthy volatility and to prune excessive requirements growth or scrap. Some requirements volatility will certainly lead to a much better end result, whereas high volatility often indicates serious problems. When requirements errors are unveiled, it is sometimes necessary to scrap or grow more rapidly, in order to regain a sound project. In this paper we will see examples of both healthy and unhealthy volatility.
Function points. Not all requirements are equivalent in difficulty. That is why function points are useful when requirements volatility is discussed. Sizing IT projects in function points is a widely used synthetic measure to express the amount of functionality that will be or has been built. Function points are independent of programming language, and therefore very suitable for cost estimation, comparisons, benchmarking [1] [2] [3] 13, 20] and also for comparing requirements change. Each function point is comparable with another function point counted with the same method. Function points analysis is a certified functional sizing method of IT projects [20] . Function points can be used consistently and with an acceptable degree of accuracy [40, 41, 75] . There are different techniques known for conducting function point countings [32, 52] . The International Function Point Users Group provides an ISO standard for function point analysis [28] . It is known that function points can be counted at a rate of about one hundred function points per hour depending on the quality of the requirements counted, or, if divided by a standard rate of $100 per hour, only a dollar per function point. When the quality of the requirements is low, this rate can decrease to 30 or 40 function points per hour. Since lines of code are not directly comparable, for example one line of code can be empty and another can contain a difficult boolean expression, we will convert lines of code to function points later on to keep the size functionality discussion consistent. This conversion to function points will make changes in lines of code comparable in terms of function points.
Volatility in three environments. We present three case studies on requirements volatility. In a large organization in the bancassurance 1 sector we identified a low-risk IT subportfolio for which we were able to quantify its requirements volatility. An IT portfolio is called low-risk when almost all projects are successful: within time, within budget and delivering the desired functionality at the right quality levels which was the case in the bancassurance portfolio. We start with a low-risk portfolio to know what requirements volatility is acceptable. In our bancassurance portfolio the size of each individual IT project was measured at least twice through function point countings; one counting after initial requirements sign-off and the other at the end of the project. A few projects had even three countings, an additional counting at the end of the design phase. The intermittent function point countings of 84 different bancassurance projects were then combined to analyze the characteristics of the requirements volatility at the IT portfolio level. All these countings were used to calculate the so-called volatility rate, or compound monthly requirements volatility rate to analyze the requirements volatility of projects from the entire IT portfolio. The bancassurance portfolio that is used in our paper is a real-world known to be low-risk portfolio. The results presented in this paper can thus be used as a yardstick to benchmark other portfolios. We juxtaposed governmental projects from a known high-risk portfolio, our second case study, with our bancassurance benchmark. The high-risk aspect is defined by large projects with high failure rates. This resulted in the immediate identification of sure-fire failure projects that were unnoticed, proceeding with an unhealthy growth of the requirements. Our third case study is a software product line for embedded software of a hardware manufacturer. By applying backfiring on daily source code volumes we calculated volatility rates and used these to create a volatility benchmark for embedded systems. With our proposed volatility metrics, we easily identified large adaptations in this portfolio and were able to focus directly on potential problems.
Overview
The remainder of this paper is divided into the following sections.
Taxonomy. We start with a taxonomy of requirements volatility in Section 2.
Basics and related work. In Section 3 we explain the basics of the volatility rate of requirements, r, how it can be measured and we discuss earlier findings of industry averages published by Jones and other related work.
Mathematical background. The reader interested in the mathematical background of our models and ratios is referred to Section 4. This section introduces the model to calculate the maximal healthy requirements volatility for a project and a metric to calculate a project's tolerance p for volatility. This section presents also the p-proportional volatility ratio π to compare projects of different duration and the requirements volatility ratio ρ to compare the volatility of projects of different duration and size.
Case studies. The reader looking for case studies of requirements volatility can find three extensive cases in Sections 5, 6 and 9. The fifth section discusses volatility in the bancassurance sector. Here, the analysis of the requirements volatility of a 23.5 million dollar costing real-world low-risk bancassurance portfolio representing 16,500 function points in 84 IT projects originating from a large bancassurance portfolio is discussed. Section 6 analyzes the volatility of high-risk government projects and compares these projects with our bancassurance benchmark created in Section 5. Section 9 discusses the volatility of a software product line.
In-depth studies. More in-depth studies of requirements volatility can be found in Sections 7 and 8. The seventh section dives into volatility variations for in-house and outsourced projects of the bancassurance portfolio. It turned out that outsourced projects displayed similar requirements volatility characteristics as in-house projects. In Section 8 we perform a root-cause analysis on the bancassurance portfolio to clarify differences in volatility.
Lines of code. Section 9 presents instruments how to monitor the volatility of a software product line when function point analyses are not available. We do this in a third case study of a software product line by applying backfiring on daily size measurements of the source code.
Dashboard. Practitioners looking for tools that can be applied directly, are helped with Section 10. This section introduces a requirements volatility dashboard to visually represent all volatility metrics in tables and graphs.
Conclusions. Finally, we summarize and conclude in the last section.
Creep, scrap and churn
The lingo of requirements change has many variations, such as the previously mentioned stretching, hewing and squeezing, or as Weinberg names it [81, 80] , requirements leak: projects that are in a state of perpetual pregnancy, never quite giving birth.
All these different forms of requirements volatility change the result of a project. We summarize the most well-known terms in the following core glossary for requirements volatility, and abide by these three different forms of requirements change in this paper. Requirements volatility is defined by any combination of the following three forms of requirements change and is used as a general term for requirements change in this paper.
Requirements creep.
When the scope of a project increases, requirements are added, because additional features surfaced or extra interfaces need to be build. This is called requirements creep, also known as scope creep. Requirements creep can be caused by loosely defined initial requirements, an incomplete analysis when some stakeholders were overlooked or changing legislation during the project. For instance, in the earlier mentioned FAA case [9] additional systems needed to be interfaced with as soon as they became available, whether these were additional satellite systems or on-line available weather information systems increasing the scope of the system. Even systems that were developed at the beginning of the project became legacy during the project, creating additional requirements to cope with the emerged legacy.
Requirements scrap. Requirements do not always increase, sometimes they decrease when initially stated requirements were too broad and the stated goal could also be reached with fewer requirements. Or sometimes unnecessary requirements can be left out during the project. Due to shrinking budgets or running out of schedule it is also possible that certain parts of the requirements are left out of the current project. Even though deferred or scrapped requirements do not have the same impact on the requirements themselves, they do have the same mathematical negative influence on the amount of requirements for the running project. The amount of requirements decrease: it is decided to drop certain parts of the requirements to finish the project on time and within budget and keep the project manageable. The FAA announced a requirements scrap in 1996. They requested a reduced-functionality Initial Sector Suite System, a key component of the new system, the centerpiece of FAA's efforts, under a restructured and curtailed program. It was renamed Display System Replacement, DSR, and downsizing was done with the intention to complete deployment in May 2000 [9, 15] . All DSR installations were eventually completed in 2000 [17] .
Requirements churn. When the size of requirements during the project changes like the bellows of an accordion during a polka, requirements churn is occurring: requirements have been added and removed. For instance, when at the end of the project the size of the project was not different from the size at the beginning, but the requirements have been changed and not been stable throughout the project, this is called requirements churn. Examples of requirements churn are, for example, when colors in an interface need to be changed or buttons should be placed in a different position in an interface. Different functionality is necessary, but it does not influence the size directly.
Modeling volatility as compound interest
Jones [35] introduces a measure to compare the change rates of requirements by calculating compound monthly requirements volatility rates. Jones does not use an average percentage of change of the overall volume, because these numbers can be misleading, and making it very hard to compare the volatility of different projects or portfolios. An average percentage of change of the overall volume lacks information, namely the time in which the change occurred. The compound monthly requirements volatility rate coined by Jones does express the time aspect. This volatility rate expresses the rate by which the requirements have grown or decreased every month throughout the project. The aspect of compoundness of requirement changes in this rate is illustrated by the following. Consider the requirements elicitation process, whenever new requirements come in, maybe not all, but some requirements added in earlier stages have to be taken into account. Moreover, every requirement that is added will trigger people to introduce other requirements that they did not think of before. When requirements are added later during a project, they will have also a larger impact on productivity than earlier requirements and lower the productivity, because more work is put into the same time frame, which is known as time compression [56, 57, 76] . All these aspects are expressed by having a compound monthly volatility rate and not an average linear monthly rate.
Calculating monthly requirements volatility rates, as defined by Jones, is a transposition from the financial world. The time value, or future value of money is in the field of accounting well-known as compound interest or CAGR, short for compound annual growth rate. By transposing from compound growth rate in finance we assume that requirements are compound within a project as we explained above. We will refer back to the financial origin throughout the paper to help explain requirements volatility.
In finance, annual growth rates are very common in interest calculations. A safe way to earn money is by putting a certain amount of money in a savings account at a bank. The amount of money grows when the account is accredited with the bank's gratefulness for leaving your money in their accounts, i.e. simple interest. If the earned interest is left on the bank account for another interest period the total amount will create more interest than was generated in the first period, i.e. compound interest, or simply money creating more money. The mirrored version of this process would be an unattended debt. When a loan is submitted by a bank, the amount of money that has to be returned to the bank increases with the accumulating interest that the bank charges for having the loan. As we will see shortly, this transposes effortlessly into IT. Therefore, we explain briefly the basics of calculating compound interest.
Making money. If one wants to know beforehand how much a certain amount of money will be worth in ten years from now, the future value of this amount that is deposited in a bank account today can be calculated easily with the following well-known accounting formula [62] with r being the periodical interest rate that is accredited every interval and t denotes the number of intervals the StartAmount stays within the bank, which is usually denoted in years.
By applying some standard algebraic manipulations the aforementioned Formula (1) can be rewritten to the following equivalent Formula (2).
Instead of calculating the future value of a certain amount as can be done with Formula (1), the required interest rate is now calculated. Formula (2) can be used to calculate the required periodical interest rate from a start amount, a desired future amount and the number of periods the start amount will stay in a bank account. For instance, if we start with $1000 and we would like to have $1500 after ten years, we can calculate from Formula (2) that an annual interest rate of approximately 4.14% would be needed to achieve our goal.
Compound requirements
The CAGR originating from accounting transposes effortlessly into information technology on the subject of requirements engineering, as introduced by Jones [35] . Where in finance the compound annual growth rate is used to calculate the future value of money, in requirements engineering the formula is used to calculate the compound monthly volatility rate r of requirements. Although the formula is common in finance, it is rarely used in IT portfolio management. Therefore, not much related work is found in the literature. Formula (3) shows the requirements equivalent of Formula (1) and in Formula (4) we show the equivalent of Formula (2), to calculate the compound monthly volatility rate for a project with a duration of t months and using a size estimate at the beginning and at the end of the project.
Jones' averages. Few people provide data about the requirements volatility characteristic, in fact we are only aware of Capers Jones who provides industrial averages in various publications. We will discuss his and other related work in Section 3.4. Such historical information is useful and serves when no function point analyses are available in an organization when agreements about requirements volatility are being made.
Volatility as a control factor. Volatility is an important software control factor since its value gives a strong indication for project success or failure. Just as a financial construction with interest above 30% is almost always suspicious, also IT projects that are highly volatile are often in trouble. This paper provides intuition to what extent volatility is healthy and when things are signaling further investigation, so that outright failure can be prevented by bringing volatility under control before it is too late. With a little more data than Jones provides it is already possible to obtain more insight into IT projects and to improve their control. In this paper we discuss three cases. One in which two function point analyses per project were available for many projects in a low-risk portfolio, resulting in a bancassurance benchmark. In the second case a limited number of data points were available for a high-risk governmental portfolio, and the third case describes a low-risk portfolio in the systems industry, for which no function point analyses were available. In the latter case we used the source code volume as a proxy to requirements volatility. Having multiple project measures available, one can detect also requirements churn when a project was first enlarged and later decreased. This is important, since when the final and initial project size are equal, the project undergoing churn is not completely comparable with an equally sized project without churn. This can be compared to a company with 100 employees when 10 employees are fired and replaced with 10 new employees. The amount of employees stays the same, but replacing the employees did cost time and money. In addition to establishing elaborate post-mortem volatility benchmarks, we will also show how to assess ongoing projects with respect to volatility in Section 9.1. High volatility then serves as an early-warning system requiring further qualitative and quantitative investigations. This low-cost assessment can prevent spending huge amounts of money on software development that is almost certainly going to fail due to alarming requirements volatility values. For IT projects that have more intermediate size estimates it is possible to detect the derailing IT projects already in an early phase by using our newly proposed metrics.
Determining requirements volatility
To calculate a compound monthly growth rate, the size of the requirements has to be determined at least at two different moments in time. With two time-stamped size estimates, an overall volatility multiplying factor can be calculated. We now take as a third variable, the duration of the project expressed in months. By using Formula (4), the compound monthly requirements volatility rate r, or short volatility rate, can be calculated on any handheld scientific calculator or with a spreadsheet program. The resulting figure expresses the monthly percentage of requirements change. A high requirements volatility rate indicates highly volatile requirements, negative rates often indicate zealous requirements scrapping due to budget constraints or schedule overruns. With only two measurements it is not possible to measure the earlier mentioned requirements churn, since if we have a 1000 function point project and after one month the requirements have increased with some 100 function points and another month later about 100 function points of requirements are withdrawn, the project ends up having a size of 1000 function points. When analyzing the measurements without creep or scrap knowledge of the project itself, it is impossible to measure churn, since from start to end there was no requirements volatility with Formula (2). Later on in this paper we will also show volatility analyses of projects with intermediate countings and of a software product line for which we use daily source code volumes and requirements churn will become visible.
Distribution over time. Although we cannot assume in general that requirements volatility is equally distributed over time, our volatility measure is a reasonable approximation for extensive analysis of requirements volatility. One of the reasons being that when requirements change substantially during a project, this will impact cost, duration and other important Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), making a recount reasonable. So, volatility is perhaps unequally distributed over start and end date, but equally distributed over the intermediate, and shorter, time frames. This also applies if the volatility of the requirements occurred at the beginning of the project or at the end of the project. Since, as we stated earlier, adding requirements at the end of a project seems more costly and appears to have more impact than adding requirements in the beginning of a project when certain design decisions still have to be made [7, page 40] , it is therefore important to know at what moment in a project the requirements have been added. Jones [39] suggests to set a sliding scale of costs in software development contracts as a way of dealing with changing user requirements. With this scale, requirements added in later phases of the software process are more expensive than requirements added in earlier phases. It is therefore recommended to also have a look at absolute differences of several countings or requirements volatility over time during a project. But this would require more than two function point countings and function point analyses cost time and money, so it is not realistic to continuously demand these. It is also probable that requirements growth will lead to deadline extension or time compression.
Sizing with function points and lines of code
In this study we analyze the volatility of finalized projects for which we calculate the requirements volatility based on size estimates and final project duration. We do not consider project durations that were only stated in project planning. Since we are using real industry data from finished projects, we are able to create volatility benchmarks. Subsequently, we will use these benchmarks to analyze the volatility of ongoing projects when early size estimates have been made, and we use our benchmarks to compare between various industries, in our case the volatility of a software product line by backfiring source code sizes. Size estimates in all volatility calculations are expressed in function points. For two portfolios, function point analysis was used for size estimating. Intermediate countings in the bancassurance portfolio were only performed when large volatility was expected. Apart from this kind of analysis, one can also conduct daily size measurements. We do this by translating the lines of code back to function points, a technique called backfiring. In Section 9.1 we give an example of how we were able to closely monitor the volatility of an IT portfolio comprised of a software product line for similar, but different, embedded systems, each system containing millions of lines of code. The function points under scrutiny in the bancassurance portfolio are a subset of a portfolio in which function points were counted consistently. This result was inferred in another paper [75] . In brief, boxplots and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were used this paper to test the validity of the function point counting data. Moreover, 10% of the function points were recounted by an independent certified function point analyst. No significant deviations were detected. For more information on this audit we refer the interested reader to [75] .
DSDM.
A method to manage requirements is the MoSCoW principle from the DSDM method [67, 66] short for Dynamic Systems Development Method. This method categorizes the requirements into must haves (M), should haves (S), could haves (C) and want to have, but won't have for this project (W). The capitals jointly form the acronym MoSCoW. The projects in the analyzed bancassurance portfolio have utilized this method. The usage of MoSCoW in the bancassurance portfolio contributes in keeping the high volatility rates, that we encounter later on, healthy by creating small subprojects and only doing the projects that are most important.
Related work
There are papers originating from different fields of science, among others agriculture, biomedicine and astronomy, stating that requirements creep is inevitable and that excessive requirements creep is a turbulence or even a failure factor for IT projects. In those papers it is advocated that requirements creep should be avoided or managed [4, 78, 43, 50, 6, 19, 42, 79, 30, 82, 43, 46, 58, 70, 25, 24] . However, these papers fail to state how much requirements creep is actually occurring or how much creep is unhealthy and excessive or even how requirements volatility should be monitored. Moreover, only a few publications discuss quantifications of requirements volatility, most of them by counting requirements and not the impact of requirements [11, 61, 24] . In a paper by Zowghi and Nurmuliani [85] in which we do see some data, it is perception data. However, we are not using perception, but actual project data. Their perceptive study finds a negative influence of perceived requirements volatility on project performance. However, we found the opposite as well in our volatility data. Loconsole and Börstler [49, 48] quantify requirements volatility through changes to use case models in a case study in the automotive industry. In that research one project is studied in which only use cases were used to describe requirements, changes were measured as changes to the use case diagram. Their paper is based on a single project comprising fourteen use cases. Our study quantifies the volatility based on function points and lines of code in three different industries totaling over 80 projects. Other papers [31, 51, 71] stress the importance of measuring requirements volatility to investigate its presumed relation with defect density. These studies suggest that changes to requirements can have a significant effect on defect density. In our paper we present metrics to measure requirements volatility. They are validated by real-life data and identify excessive change in an early stage.
As we cited Jones earlier, requirements volatility is a technical necessity. Therefore, methods are needed to deal with the apparent volatility. In this section we will review what compound monthly requirements volatility rates have been found in previous research. Since not a lot of industry data about requirements volatility rates are known, we will summarize all the data in the field that we know of. Houston et al. [27] describe a perceptive study on six software development risk factors that had 458 respondents. The respondents perceived that for 60% of their projects, requirements creep was a problem. Requirements creep in this study was mentioned to be a problem when requirements growth exceeded 10%, or caused more than 10% rework. However, we will see in this paper that you cannot uniformly state that 10% volatility is a problem. We will show that 10% can be healthy, but also unhealthy depending on certain characteristics of the project. In their stochastic model [27] , requirements growth is modeled as a continuous flow that increases linearly during the project until it reaches a maximum and then decreases linearly. The presented model does not mention the possibility of requirements scrap, which we did encounter in the portfolios we analyzed in this paper. Stark et al. [69, 68] discuss the overall volatility of some 40 deliverables, but volatility is calculated as changes in the number of requirements, not taking effort into account. Over 60 percent of the deliverables encountered requirements volatility, with an average volatility of 48%. A qualitative cause analysis model on change request data is discussed by Nurmuliani et al. [53] . The model studies requirements documents, but they study only one project, whereas we base ourselves on the function point analyses of many projects and many data points of ongoing changes to existing systems. Since Nurmuliani et al. study documents and not functionality or lines of code, the impact of change is not quantified.
An article by Anthes [4] mentions that the top reason for requirements creep, in 44% of the cases, is a poor definition of initial requirements. A small analysis on the impact of changes after requirements sign-off on the productivity of maintenance projects for military software was done by Henry and Henry [26] . This study reveals decreasing productivity when having small requirement changes due to overhead in processing and documenting changes.
In a paper by Sneed and Brössler [64] the growth statistics of a commercial software package are presented. Although they do not present compound monthly growth rates, it is easy to calculate the volatility rates with the five presented function point sizes and time stamps. The volatility rates are an overall monthly rate of 1.47% over 4 years and for the 4 different intermediate years respectively 1.34%, 2.99%, 0.37% and 1.21%.
Capers Jones [35, 36, 39, 38] states industry averages of monthly requirements growth rates for different types of software systems and projects. The latest averages in his work are summarized in Table 1 . Besides the averages of requirements change, Jones states encountered maximum volatility rates in [37, Table 1 MIS refers to Management Information Systems. The accompanying failure factor is the event that the requirements creep is out of control.
The figures in Table 1 were derived from function point countings and calculated on the differences between the initial function point size at the completion of the requirements phase and the function point size after completion of the software project. Jones states in [39] also an average creep rate of 12% for agile projects. However, Table 1 offers only failure rates independent of project duration. As we will argue shortly, size and duration can change a particular volatility rate from healthy to unhealthy. So, by incorporating them in the quantification of requirements volatility, they help to understand what volatility is healthy and what volatility is not. In the next section we will show the impact of project duration on requirements volatility.
Doing the math
To provide the reader with an intuition of growing requirements, we give an example in which we use a volatility of 2% per month, which is the median of the second column in Table 1 showing average volatility rates and recommended by Jones if you have no additional information on a project. The 2% is calculated afterwards on a 36-month project with an initial size of 10,000 function points. It turns out that twice the original requirements end up -often undocumented -in the final system. Namely, the growth factor for a 36-month project with a compound monthly growth rate of 2%, is 1.02 36 ≈ 2.04. For our 10,000 function point project this results, when using Formula (3), in 10,000 · 2.04 = 20,400 function points after three years. Obviously an unhealthy project, since we have a project that doubles its requirements during development, which can hardly be a healthy project. This was already mentioned by Jones in [35] in which he mentions projects with overall changes of 100 and even 270% growth. Table 2 illustrates the total requirements increase encountered afterwards for software projects initially taking one, two or three years, with a growth rate of 2%. Obviously the longer the initial project duration, the larger the chance that it fails due to surging requirements.
Projects having a larger compound monthly growth rate will reach the point of doubled requirements sooner. See Table 3 for some typical examples. From Tables 2 and 3 we see that the point of requirements doubling occurs earlier in a project when a higher growth rate is encountered, since this point depends on both the growth rate and the duration of the project. 
A simplification of Function (5) is often referred to as the 72-rule [54, p. 181, Theorem 44], used in compound interest calculations in accounting to calculate the time when an investment doubles its value. This simple approximation is presented in Function (6) . The number 72 is used, since the value of log(2) is close to 0.72, 72 has many divisors and when r is small, the value of log(1 + r/100) approximates r.
In Table 3 some values of doubling requirements are shown as an example. The numbers in Table 3 with r being the compound monthly volatility rate of a project and t the duration of the project measured in months. Jones already showed maximum growth rates for certain project types as we have seen in Table 1 , but without mentioning the project size nor duration. In this paragraph we will explain how to calculate for a certain project duration an upper bound for the requirements growth rate when healthy volatility becomes unhealthy.
With a 2% volatility we can already be in the danger zone, when requirements volatility reaches critical failure rates for longer projects, but for shorter projects this rate needs not be any problem. Fig. 1 shows the growth function for different volatility rates. In this plot we show the rates 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, and a theoretical 100 · (e − 1)% ≈ 171.8%. The latter theoretical curve has exploding requirements from t = 0, because it has a more than proportional growth from day zero.
More than proportional growth means adding more than initially was present every time frame. In financial terms this means that one receives the initial amount and more as interest every year, which is the interest period in our financial example. All projects in Fig. 1 have a starting value of a hypothetical single function point project. For a project with a different starting value the growth curves in Fig. 1 are exactly the same, the multiplier b simply needs to be multiplied by the start value to obtain the future value. The horizontal dot-dash line represents the line for which the workload has doubled, and shows the corresponding doubling moments from Table 3 with vertical dot-dash lines.
An interesting characteristic about the growth function b t of the requirements or workload of a project in Fig. 1 is the point for which the derivative equals 1, or equally, when the time-elasticity of volatility equals 1. Since, before this point . The derivative is the following function for a certain multiplier b and a duration t between the initial and last size estimate:
We need to solve the equation f (t) = 1 to find the point for which the function b t intersects a tangent f (t) = t + c with a certain constant c dependent on the rate r. In Fig. 2 we have redrawn Fig. 1 a little zoomed out, but now with the line connecting the points for which the derivative is 1. This point is the first period in which the size of requirements added in this period is equal to the original size at t = 0. Therefore, after this point the requirements increase explodes, creating more requirements every month than were counted at the beginning of the project. So, the line in Fig. 2 shows the duration when proportional growth starts. Actual measurement of such rates for a project is an indicator for apparent utter failure. This point is in our financial intro the point when your bank account capital increases fast, since every month the absolute amount of interest that you get from the bank is higher than the amount you initially put in the bank account. The solution of Eq. (7) is Formula (8) for a certain multiplier b and is found as follows:
rewrite left-and right-handside
divide left-and right-handside by log b
Lambert's W function
The solution presented in Eq. (8) can be used to calculate a maximum project duration in months for a given rate r. Recall
. Fig. 1 shows the tangent point for the functions 1.10 t , 1.20 t and e t . For the other shown functions these tangents are outside the bounds of the figure. Function (8) intersects the horizontal axis at the point b = e, since for any value larger than e the function returns a negative value. The function has a minimum at e e and is asymptotically going towards 0 for higher values. So for any rate higher than e − 1 ≈ 1.72, the growth function has a tangent with a slope higher than 1 immediately starting at t = 0.
The inverse function of Function (8) and r being the compound monthly volatility rate. In Fig. 4 we will draw Function (10). Function (10), resulting in a multiplier b for a project with duration t, can be found solving Eq. (8) using Lambert's W function [10, 16, 45] . Later on we will show how we arrived at this solution. (9) or, equivalently for rate r
Lambert's W , or Omega function, used in Eq. (9), is the inverse of the function f (x) = x · e x and is named after Johann Heinrich Lambert. The Omega function derives its name from the constant Ω, that is defined by Eq. (11), the value of W (1) .
Ω
The Lambert W function is multi-valued in the interval [− Solving with Lambert. This paragraph shows how the W function has been used in solving Eq. (7). Since every function of the form Y = X · e X can be rewritten to X = W (Y ) [10] , we will rewrite Eq. (7) in that format:
t e left-and right-hand side
The limitation we have created by solving for variable b is b t > 0. But, since we have only positive durations, t will always be positive and since b expresses the multiplication factor 1 + (r/100), this variable that is always larger than 0.
A negative b has no physical meaning in our model, since that would imply a project with a negative amount of function points. Therefore, b t will always be larger than zero in our model. With Eq. (12) we now have a function to calculate the maximum allowable volatility rate r, with b = 1 + (r/100) when we have a project duration t available.
Example of volatility approaching the danger zone. The resulting volatility function in Eq. (10) calculates the monthly volatility rate r for a certain duration t with which the growth function (1+r)
t will have a tangent of 1 at moment t. Function (10) can be illustrated with the following example. Let's consider two projects. The first is a two month project initially estimated at a 100 function points and the second a 20 month project initially estimated at 1000 function points. Eq. (10) dictates for the first project a maximum monthly requirements growth of 53% to barely avoid proportional growth and for the latter a maximum of 16.5% per month. These percentages are calculated with exact values of the Lambert W function, in Section 10 we will present a table of the Lambert W function for different values of t for quick reference and to ease calculations. So, for a project with a short duration, larger volatility rates are acceptable than for longer projects. This is also visible if we look at the absolute sizes of both projects when the volatility rates have been equal. At the end of the projects we calculate the requirements volatility for both projects. When we observe that both projects underwent a 15% monthly requirements growth, for the second project this is very close to the dictated maximum, then, the first project has resulted in a final size of 132 function points. The second project, on the other hand, ends up with more than 16,000 function points, or in other words has grown by a factor 16, definitively indicating that it is out of control. Clearly, healthy growth depends on project duration. What is an acceptable rate for the first short project is totally unacceptable for the other, longer, project. Therefore, Jones' industrial averages are inadequate as an early warning system to detect unhealthy volatility.
Tolerance factor p
The point in the growth function for which the derivative function equals 1 was already interesting to look at, since it indicates the start of more than proportional growth. Indeed, no one argues that growth rates leading to 100% requirements increase are a strong indicator of projects going astray. But what growth is still healthy? We can only know by analyzing this in a low-risk portfolio. A higher coefficient of the tangent of the growth function is possible, but a lower value of this tangent is more desirable when looking at requirements that are out of control. Therefore, we will look at p-proportional growth in this section. We calculated for the aforementioned Function (9) also the point for which the derivative equals 0.5 or 2. To create a function similar to Eq. (9) we will need to solve a new equation, see Eq. (13), in which p, replacing 1 in Eq. (9) indicates the slope of the tangent of the growth function, t the duration between size estimates and b the multiplicative factor defined by b = 1 + (r/100).
We call p the tolerance factor of the requirements volatility of a project. If p is low the tolerance for high requirements growth rates is low and a high p implies that high requirements growth is acceptable. If p equals 1 the plot is equal to the previously shown Fig. 4 . The actual value of the tolerance factor p for a specific completed project can be calculated with Eq. (13) . If you calculate this tolerance factor for all projects p i in a portfolio you can take the portfolio's maximum tolerance factor p. When you have found this specific tolerance factor p, you have found the maximum tolerance factor P of a portfolio of projects, see Eq. (14) .
The factor P depends on a portfolio of projects on the processes and tools that exist to create software, thus representing a lower or higher tolerance for high volatility. And if you know you have a low-risk portfolio, then calculating the portfolio's maximum tolerance factor indicates what p-proportional growth is acceptable. Such volatility boundaries used to be unavailable, but now we can calculate a measure for healthy and unhealthy growth.
Solving Function (13) for b, t or r results in the Eqs. (15)- (17) with b, t and r defined as before. In fact, these equations are similar to the previous Eqs. (9) and (10) with tolerance factor p added to them. When p equals 1 we end up with the previously described formulas.
In Fig. 5 a plot is shown of Eq. (17) for p = 0.25, 0.5, 1 and 2. The intercounting duration in Fig. 5 is the duration between two size estimates. Fig. 5 shows that for lower values of p we get a lower tolerance for high volatilities. For higher values of p the plot shows a higher tolerance for high volatilities.
requirements volatility metric: The π ratio
In order to judge projects on their volatility we need to be able to compare projects of different duration and size. We have just seen that comparing solely their rates is incorrect: what is an acceptable rate for one project is problematic for another project. So we need a measure to judge the requirements volatility of projects even if they have different durations and different sizes. In this paragraph we will start with a metric to compare projects of different duration, but not yet take size into account. We do this by dividing a projects' actual requirements volatility rate r act by its maximal healthy volatility rate calculated by Eq. (10), or, when a tolerance factor different from 1 is being used Eq. (17) . The calculation of this volatility ratio is illustrated in Fig. 6 . We illustrated with the slender arrow the p-proportional maximum volatility of 22.22% for p = 1. The thick arrow shows the actual measured volatility for this project, which is 10%. The volatility ratio π is then calculated by dividing these numbers resulting in a so-called π-ratio of 0.45.
π-ratio. The p-proportional volatility ratio π, presented in Eq. (18) , being a number larger than 0, now provides us with an indication of how close a project has approached the maximal healthy p-proportional volatility curve, or, equivalently, how close the project has approached the danger zone. The π -ratio is calculated for a project with a duration t, a tolerance factor p and an actual requirements volatility r act . If you calculate the π -ratios for at least two projects it is possible to compare their volatility. If you encounter a π -ratio larger than 1 with p equaling 1, then the project has experienced more than proportional requirements growth. Later we will calculate the π -ratio for various projects stemming from different portfolios and encounter projects that have experienced more than proportional requirements growth. 
requirements volatility metric: ρ-ratio
Although we have already created a model to compare projects of different duration, we are now going to extend the model. Instead of taking only our just proposed tolerance factor p and duration into account, we will now introduce the size of a project as an additional variable in the volatility ratio. The rationale of this metric extension is the following. If we have a project of 100 function points realized within 12 months and it doubles in requirements to 200 function points throughout the project, then this is not completely comparable to a project of 1000 function points doubling to 2000 function points, also realized within 12 months. Although the time span was equal for both projects, the latter project is much more out of control because of the extremely large resulting size. In [36, p. 202] a benchmark is presented for the relationship between duration d and size f of IT projects. In Eq. (19) this relationship is presented with the formula's exponent based on a nonlinear least-square estimation of the total project duration and the final function point size for our bancassurance portfolio. The value of the exponent is 0.359, which is similar, but a little bit smaller than the values presented in [36] .
The p-statistic of the least-square estimation is very small. The p-statistic equals 5.848095 × 10 −58 , implying a rejection of the null-hypothesis. Therefore, the relationship presented in Fig. 7 is not a result of chance alone. In Fig. 7 we have plotted the values for f , d and the by non-linear regression obtained function f 0.359 = d for our bancassurance portfolio. As can be seen from Fig. 7 not all variation in the data is explained by the regression function. Therefore, we cannot omit size from our volatility metric and will add it to the equation. Omitting size and thus falling back to the π -ratio is in fact only possible if all the influence of the project size is explained by the project duration.
In Eq. (20) we express the influence of size on the volatility in mathematical terms, by incorporating the logarithm of the function point size f into the volatility calculation of a project. The other variables p and t are defined as before. By introducing size, the volatility metric will give a higher weight to larger projects, becoming more sensitive for higher requirements volatility occurring at larger projects. We opted for the logarithm so the volatility metric will not become immediately allergic for project size, but gradually more sensitive. The logarithm is a monotonic and slowly rising function, so its value will be higher for larger project sizes. Not having a function that gradually rises, results in a metric that drops to zero unrealistically quickly, thus making it allergic and useless for project sizes already above 10 function points. Of course we could have taken another choice instead of the logarithm, but that does not change the relative comparisons between projects when taking their size and duration into account.
We illustrate the maximum requirements volatility presented in Eq. (20) with the three-dimensional Fig. 8 . Fig. 8 shows the safe zone for different sized projects with different durations. The surface of the plot represents the point for which unhealthy requirements growth starts for projects of size f and intercounting duration t. With this extended model we can introduce a new volatility metric, the requirements volatility ratio ρ for a project based on the actual volatility rate r act , the size of the project f , the intercounting duration t and a tolerance factor p. This new ratio is defined in Eq. (21) and is used to calculate a duration and size invariant volatility metric.
Minimum requirements volatility. For completeness' sake we state that the lower bound in Fig. 4 for requirements volatility is not 0%, i.e. no volatility, but the lower bound is −100% for the duration t = 1. Complete requirements scrap has then taken place at t = 1, no requirements are left. A project with a longer duration than 1 month cannot have a compound monthly requirements volatility of −100%. This is, because as with Zeno's paradox, with a monthly requirements volatility higher than −100%, we are losing most of the requirements every month with a negative volatility percentage, but never all requirements. The moment that all requirements have been scrapped, the paradoxical point in the race between Achilles and the Tortoise, is not expressible in a compound monthly rate for a project with a duration longer than 1 month.
Summary. From this section we conclude that a maximum requirements volatility rate for a project is not a uniform fit for all project sizes and durations. So, the currently published failure factors for requirements growth by Jones, see Table 1 , do not predict failure in practice. Therefore, we do not recommend their use. From the figures and equations it is evident that projects with a shorter duration accept a higher requirements volatility rate than projects with a longer duration. We have created the p-proportional π -ratio to compare the volatility of different projects. Furthermore, we proposed the volatility metric ρ taking the size of a project into account as well, since size and duration do not completely correlate, therefore, the more complex ρ-ratio will be preferable over the π -ratio. The π and ρ-ratio enable true volatility comparisons between projects and benchmarks.
Case study: Measuring requirements volatility
As was observed in [75] many important software KPIs display stochastic behavior. In fact KPIs like cost, duration, size, etc. often have an asymmetric leptokurtic possibly heterogeneous probability density function (PDF). Leptokurtic means that the probability density function has a positive kurtosis, i.e. the form of the statistical frequency curve near the mean of the distribution is more peaked. Kurtosis is Greek for bulging or curvature and lepto is Greek for slender or peaky. So, it means a more slender frequency curve near the mean compared to the normal distribution. To discover stochastic nature it is necessary to look at the characteristics of any indicator over a complete portfolio. Our empirical research revealed that in accordance with other important software KPIs our proposed volatility rates r, p, π and ρ resemble the family of Generalized Pareto Distributions (GPD). For the volatility r we will show this in detail, and the others are treated analogously but not shown here. Of course, we cannot conclude this from a few projects, but we can from an entire portfolio of 84 projects. The conclusions in this paper are a result from considering the characteristics of the volatility of several portfolios of projects instead of the averages presented in Table 1 . All project data from different organizations that are the basis for this paper are real-world cases. The 23.5 million dollar costing IT portfolio consisting of 84 projects stems from a larger portfolio of IT projects in the bancassurance sector. This larger portfolio has been subject to more research in which it is identified as being low-risk [75] . The projects in the bancassurance portfolio represent together some 16,500 function points, 64 of the projects were developed in-house and 20 projects were partly or completely outsourced. The 84 projects are subprojects from larger projects. Projects in this bancassurance portfolio are split up to reduce risks and improve control into smaller subprojects for which size estimates are made and are used in our analysis. The subprojects with smaller sizes also allow for higher volatility rates which we will see later, are higher than Jones' failure factors, see Table 1 . The analyzed portfolio concerns not only the development of new applications, but also changes and significant enhancements to existing applications. The function point totals of the considered projects in this portfolio have the characteristics represented in Table 4 . We can see that most projects are of a size between 67 and 227 function points, since the first and third quartile represent respectively the 25% and 75% interval of the data set that contains the function point totals. Fig. 9 shows the empirical probability density function of the project sizes in function points. The integral of the empirical density function over any data set gives the probability that random data points in the data set will fall within that certain interval. As can be seen from this figure, the curve is very slender, indicating a portfolio with a lot of small sized projects and very few projects that have a size over 500 function points, with a maximum size of 2282 function points. The figure is in accordance with earlier findings with projects of a similar portfolio presented in [75] . For each project in this portfolio, the function points were counted twice or thrice by certified function point counters that counted consistently as we stated earlier, for details see [75] . The first counting was done based on the requirements that were produced in the initial phase of the project right before functional design started. After delivery of the project the definitive requirements were measured in the second function point analysis. The sum of function points of all first analyses is about 15,687 function points, this portfolio grows to the total sum of 16,605 function points at the last counting, an overall growth of about 6%. For some projects after the functional design an extra size estimate of the requirements was done. In Section 5.4 we will further investigate these projects. For all the projects the different function point countings were considered to gather a rigorous basis for an analysis of the compound volatility rate. Because the requirements documents sometimes contained some temporary lacunae, the function point counters added a certain percentage, based on experience, to a function point counting. These percentages were needed to represent the requirements that were, although present requirements, not completely elaborated and were incorporated in the analysis to obtain a more realistic volatility. The main characteristics of the thus calculated compound monthly growth rates are presented in Table 5 . From Table 5 it is apparent that the requirements volatility rate has a median of 0% and an average of 0.903%. This average is close to Jones' averages in Table 1 . The last row of Table 5 displays the absolute values of the requirements volatility rate, all negative volatility rates were made positive, as a measure to express change. Combining the 64 in-house projects with an average of 1.2% requirements volatility and the 20 outsourced projects with an average of 1.1% requirements volatility, this results in a benchmarked volatility of this IT portfolio that amounts to (64 · 1.2 + 20 · 1.1)/84 = 1.176 according to Jones' industrial averages. This volatility based on averages is only a 0.27% percent point off our own measured volatility average of 0.903%. We infer from the coincidence of Jones' latest averages with the averages of our detailed information that in itself it is an indication that it is useful to use Jones' work in the absence of the detailed data that we have. But, since the density is akin to generalized Pareto distributions, it displays heavy tails. In that case, median and mean can differ strongly, so that an average is not that useful and it is therefore strongly recommended to construct your own benchmark based on your own projects with the metrics presented in this paper or use our benchmarks as a surrogate, rather than an average of a presumably strongly asymetric data set.
Jones has measured maximums that are displayed in Table 1 , but for 21% of the projects we have measured higher volatilities than Jones, even though our bancassurance portfolio is of low-risk. Fifty percent of the volatility rates in our bancassurance portfolio are in the interval between −3.553% and 3.708% compound monthly volatility rate.
As we have seen, omitting project duration in volatility assessments, results in too optimistic figures for long projects and too pessimistic figures for short projects, making them not very useful for assessments of individual projects, whereas when using our volatility models this is conveniently possible. Our proposed approach includes the duration of a project and thus provides a more granular view of maximum volatility rates so it creates a better distinction between healthy and unhealthy projects. And thus this method is a useful tool for IT governors, whether making volatility specifications in an outsourcing contract situation or whether creating an IT dashboard to monitor volatility and signal abnormalities. Table 5 shows maximum and minimum volatility rates that are much larger than zero percent volatility, the mythical no-change-no-delay policy. We will see later that these were projects, with a relatively short duration; we recall that high volatility rates are acceptable for short projects. For example, in our bancassurance portfolio, 21% of the projects have an absolute monthly requirements volatility higher than 5%, the failure rate stated by Jones. With a significant project size, such projects qualify directly for executive attention when applying Jones failure factors. But for projects with shorter duration or smaller size this is not the boundary that should be used. Depending on the amount of projects we can define boundaries among the projects using our volatility ratio π that takes into account also a project's duration besides the experienced volatility r. With a boundary of −0.5 < π < 0.5 we end up with 8% that needs attention instead of 21% of the projects. This will be shown in Fig. 14 that we will discuss later on. These projects are candidates for immediate management attention since our metric is highly correlated with projects out of control. Our tool is therefore a sieve that gives IT executives a hint as to where to put their valuable time and effort. Management attention that is directed to the capped portfolio of projects that require management attention results in putting the identified derailing projects back on track before it is too late. The merit of our method is that we identify these projects early within large IT project portfolios.
Volatility density function
Next, we will analyze the volatility indicator's probability density function and its outliers for the bancassurance portfolio. Fig. 10 shows initial visual explorations. In the upper left corner a Box-and-Whisker plot is drawn for all the volatility values. Boxplots were originally introduced by John Tukey in 1977 [73] and are used to visually depict the five-number summaries as illustrated in Table 5 .
Boxplots can help in identifying the skewness or the variance of an underlying probability function. The box in a boxplot represents the first and third quartile of the data set, the so-called interquartile range, and the horizontal lines outside the box, the whiskers, are defined by the last observed data point that lies within 1.5 times the interquartile range. The outliers in a data set are represented in a boxplot with dots.
In the upper-right corner a histogram of the bancassurance volatility rates is drawn together with the probability density function. In this plot can be seen, as the boxplot and [75] already hinted, that the probability is leptokurtic and heterogeneous with heavy tails on both sides. To further illustrate this assumption we provide also Quantile-Quantile plots, or short Q-Q plots in Fig. 10 . Q-Q plots are a graphical tool to diagnose the distribution of samples. When the plot does not show a straight line, the underlying data is not drawn from the same distribution as the distribution on the horizontal axis. The quantiles of the left-hand side of our density plot, i.e. everything left of 0%, and the quantiles of the right-hand side, everything right of 0%, have been plotted against the quantiles of the exponential distribution in the lower two plots in Fig. 10 . We use the exponential distribution as a reference here to confirm the heavy tail of the requirements volatility with visual means. These quantiles appear to approach a straight line, thus indicating heavy tails on both sides. These heavy tails can be interpreted by having occurrences with extreme values, or in other words-these values are most likely not stray values, but actual occurrences.
Care should be exercised if a probability function has several peaks, since this could indicate that this is a natural characteristic of the data. To make a comparison with charity donations, it is customary to find two peaks in the probability density functions of the donations. The lower peak is induced by contributions from individuals and a different peak at a higher value, for donations made by companies.
Kurtosis and Skewness
Despite the actual occurrences that are causing small peaks on the right-hand side of the probability function it is still possible to calculate the actual kurtosis and the skewness of the data. The kurtosis of sample data is defined as the fourth sample moment about the mean divided by the square of the second moment about the mean, the sample variance. See Formula (22) for the kurtosis formula for a data set with n values x i , in some definitions of the Kurtosis formula there is a subtraction of three from the result. With this subtraction the formula results in a kurtosis of zero for the normal distribution, which is also called mesokurtic. Functions with a kurtosis higher than zero are called leptokurtic. The skewness of a probability distribution is the degree to which a distribution departs from symmetry about the mean. Sample skewness is defined by Formula (23) for a data set containing n values x i ; i.e. the third moment divided by the third power of the square root of the second moment. A skewness of zero indicates a symmetric probability function. The results for the requirements Table 6 . Table 6 confirms with a kurtosis of 3.267 the slenderness of the requirements volatility rate. And the skewness of 1.09 indicates that the requirements volatility is right-skewed, the right tail of the distribution is heavier than the left tail.
Actual tolerance factors
For each project's tolerance factor p a function as drawn in Fig. 4 can be made. In Fig. 11 we have drawn a picture with the same axes as Fig. 4 for the bancassurance portfolio. In Fig. 11 we can also see the tolerance factors p for four projects: 0.51, 0.55, 0.61 and the highest tolerance factor 0.68. These factors are, when placing them as a tolerance factor p in Function (17) , a point in the maximum volatility function (17) , as is shown in Fig. 11 for these four projects.
In Table 7 the statistical summary of the tolerance factors p for the bancassurance portfolio is shown. We remind the reader that a tolerance factor of 1 was equivalent with starting to experience a more than proportional requirements growth. The tolerance metric p can be used to calculate the tolerance of a portfolio. This is done by calculating the tolerance factor p with Eq. (13) for all projects and then taking the maximum, denoted P. Since our bancassurance portfolio is of low-risk, we conclude that the empirical maximum tolerance factor of P = 0.68 that we encountered is an acceptable value for healthy requirements volatility in the bancassurance sector and can serve as a benchmark for other bancassurance portfolios. At the same time the tolerance factor can be used to pinpoint the projects with a high tolerance for volatility. Projects with a high tolerance for volatility can then be further investigated for the causes of this high tolerance. In Fig. 12 some general characteristics of our bancassurance portfolio are shown. The upper-left plot shows a scatterplot of the function point totals versus the spent hours for each project. The upper-right plot shows the function point size against the absolute value of the compound monthly requirements volatility. This figure shows that high volatility rates occur only at small-sized projects. The lower two plots confirm this for the duration and the hours spent. The lower-left plot shows project duration against the absolute value of the volatility rate and the lower-right plot shows the amount of hours spent versus the absolute value of r. We know that we are dealing with a low-risk portfolio and we see high volatilities occurring at small projects. Indeed, a further qualitative analysis within the organization revealed that high volatility was managed by using DSDM and creating small projects thus isolating risks. So, their approach is a possible way to mitigate unhealthy requirements creep. The plots shown can aid in identifying projects that need management attention. Especially if we are dealing with an unknown portfolio it is possible to make a quick assessment to identify these projects by comparing them to our bancassurance benchmark. We will do so in Section 6 in which we analyze the volatility of a high-risk portfolio.
Differences between counting twice or thrice
Some projects in the bancassurance portfolio had an additional function point counting besides the counting at the end of the requirements phase and the counting after completion of the project. In all cases that the project manager requested an additional function point analysis, it took place at the end of the design phase. In our analysis the first and last counting were used to calculate the compound monthly requirements volatility rate. Fig. 13 juxtaposes different boxplots of the project portfolio to show the differences between twice and thrice counted projects. The first two boxplots in Fig. 13 show the requirements volatility rate for these projects, revealing that the volatility rate is slightly higher for thrice counted projects, but at the same time the extremely high and low volatility rates are occurring at the twice counted projects. Previously we have seen that projects with high or low volatility rates were the projects with a short duration which is confirmed by the boxplots in the second plot in Fig. 13 . The left-hand side plot also shows with the two boxplots that projects having a relatively high volatility are usually being counted a third time. Because project management was already aware of potentially volatile requirements, they requested an additional function point analysis to have their feelings of requirements volatility materialized in a function point analysis; they did not want to wait for the final counting at the end of the project, to keep plan accuracy at the highest possible levels. This results in a higher volatility rate for thrice counted projects, since the volatility rate is based on the first and last counting. The interquartile range of the function point size for twice counted projects is from 65 to 227 function points, the interquartile range of the function point size for thrice counted projects is between 92 and 257 function points.
Inspecting the volatility ratios
Now we turn back to our volatility metric π from Eq. (18) . We have calculated the π 1 -ratio from Eq. (18) for all projects in the portfolio and placed these ratios among a horizontal axis representing the intercounting duration of a project. This is demonstrated in the first plot in Fig. 14 . The same exercise can be done for our ρ-ratio metric presented in Eq. (21) which also takes the project size into account. This results in the second picture in Fig. 14 showing ρ 1 . The resulting plots are similar but not completely equal, although the different projects are scattered more or less equally in the pictures. Volatility risks were managed by having small projects, and each project adding value to the portfolio. Therefore, the size of a project is less influential, since the size is almost always less than 200 function points. In a high-risk portfolio there are larger variations between π and ρ due to larger sizes and thus creating more different scattering between the π and ρ plots. In Table 8 we have listed a statistical summary of the volatility ratios π 1 and ρ 1 .
In Fig. 14 the value of the tolerance factor p for both ratios is 1. The scattering of π and ρ in figures like Fig. 14 will remain the same for different values of p, but the numbers on the vertical axes will change if p is different. Projects that are located on the upper edges of these drawings are projects with a high volatility, and should be further inspected to find the cause of the high volatility. Especially projects that have a more than proportional growth are in dire need of management attention.
In Fig. 14 we have drawn a solid line for proportional growth in the π -ratio plot and dashed lines that contain 95% of the projects in the ρ-ratio plot. By creating these boundaries the volatility outliers are easily identified. Subsequently of making these plots, a root-cause analysis needs to be performed on the requirements volatility of all projects that are outside these boundaries. By constricting these boundaries, more highly volatile projects will be included for inspection. Creating figures of volatility ratios like Fig. 14 is insightful to decide on organization specific volatility boundaries that express tolerable project volatility. These volatility metrics can thus be used to identify projects with unbalanced behavior regarding the requirements volatility and therefore belong in an IT dashboard that is addressing the requirements volatility. In Section 10 we will present such a requirements volatility dashboard. Moreover, these volatility boundaries can be used in outsourcing contracts, agreeing both parties on a maximum π -ratio, invariant for project duration or, a maximum ρ-ratio invariant for duration and size. Since we have created a strong indicator for dangerously high volatility, this metric certainly belongs in IT dashboards for IT governors. In Section 10 we present a simplified method to calculate the volatility ratios π and ρ yourself as well as how to create a requirements volatility dashboard.
Cost per function point
In Fig. 15 a scatterplot is made of the compound monthly requirements volatility rate against a cost index per function point. The costs are indexed for confidentiality. This plot shows a large blob of projects around the zero percent requirements volatility rate, but it also shows that some projects having a high positive volatility rate, tend to have a low cost per function point, which is non-intuitive. On the left side of Fig. 15 the projects are displayed for which requirements scrap occurred and these tend to have a higher cost per function point. This indicates that when requirements are scrapped from a project the cost per function point increases. Contrary to intuition, removing requirements turned out to be associated with higher costs whereas you would expect lower costs due to designs that do not need to be made, functionality that does not need to be made and tests that do not need to be made nor need to be run. In the above intuitions we assume that requirements are scrapped early. In practice this is almost never the case. After the requirements are partly implemented, designed, tested, and so on, the stakeholders learn that not all initial requirements were optimal. So scrap is accompanied with the waste of partly done work not being expressed in the final function point analysis. This waste is costly, and will lead to a non-optimal design even if some requirements are taken out. 
Benchmarking government projects
In this section we will use the empirical probability density function constructed from the bancassurance portfolio as a benchmark for projects from a government portfolio for which in some cases intermittent function point analyses were conducted for audit purposes. We know that the projects that are analyzed in this section come from a high-risk government portfolio and that one of the government projects that we analyze failed. We therefore perform this meaningful ex-post analysis on the requirements volatility of the government portfolio, to illustrate that the failure of some of its projects that actually did occur was predicted ex-ante by using our techniques. We predicted the failure while it was still ongoing by computing the requirements volatility using our techniques.
The portfolio consists of six projects that are evenly sized. Among the projects is a failing project with a size of about 1000 function points and a subproject consisting of about 300 function points. Countings for most of the projects have taken place at three points in time. From all resulting volatility rates r we created a probability density function. This function and our bancassurance benchmark are plotted in Fig. 16 . Comparison of the probability density function with the bancassurance portfolio shows three differences: a lower peak, a peak that is more to the right and a heavier tail for the governmental project data. All these signs are indicating that the governmental IT portfolio is presumably out of control, and that some projects are totally derailing. To confirm the differences in the probability density function between the governmental and the bancassurance portfolio, we calculated for the governmental portfolio and the bancassurance portfolio the KolmogorovSmirnov test statistic, to test whether both data sets stem from the same continuous distribution. A distance D = 0.5087 with a p-statistic of 0.0002416 resulted, implying that we can reject the hypothesis that these data sets come from the same distribution. To give the reader insight into the growth of ongoing projects like our known to have failed governmental project and its subprojects we plotted the size of the project and the subproject over time in Fig. 17 . In this is figure also a dashed line visible for a hypothetical project of the same size that experiences a volatility rate of 2% and a dotted line to indicate 5% growth. In Fig. 18 we have plotted the size variations of the other five government projects that we analyzed. Since we did not have timestamps of the five intermediate function point analyses, they were placed in the middle of the total project. In Fig. 18 we see that one of the projects is increasing very fast in a short period of time, and some other projects are experiencing churn.
With our benchmarked volatility ratios at hand and data on duration and size we can also position the governmental projects against our bancassurance portfolio in the plots we presented in Fig. 14. When we calculate the π and ρ-ratios for the complete government project, π 0.68 equals 0.34 and ρ 0.68 equals 1.11. These are on the high side, but not yet entering the danger zone. If we on the other hand look at the volatility ratios for the subproject we see differences with the failing governmental project making the comparison interesting. We obtain π 0.68 = 1.37 and ρ 0.68 = 4.03 for the entire subproject and π 0.68 = 1.76 and ρ 0.68 = 6.98 for the first period of the subproject, points that are well over the edge of Fig. 14 indicating that this subproject was well into the danger zone already after its intermediate size estimate. These governmental volatilities are plotted alongside our benchmark data in Fig. 19 as solid dots. We remind the reader that in this plot we plotted π 0.68 and ρ 0.68 , whereas in Fig. 14 we plotted π 1 and ρ 1 . This results in an equal scattering of the bancassurance projects, but with a different scale on the vertical axis, and the project with the highest tolerance factor is now positioned on the line π = 1. The open circles in Fig. 19 represent the bancassurance benchmark data. In Fig. 19 we can see the subproject positioned above the line of healthy requirements growth in the bancassurance sector. The left solid dot is the π -ratio for the first part of the subproject, the right solid dot above the horizontal line is the π -ratio for the complete subproject. The maximum tolerance factor P for all governmental projects is 1.71, which is the tolerance factor belonging to the first part of the failed subproject.
As we can spot right away in Fig. 19 the π-ratio belonging to the intermediate function point analysis of the subproject as well as the π -ratio belonging to the last size measure of the subproject are lying above the line π = 1, indicating that the subproject is beyond control and needs to be stopped immediately. Indeed in this case the project was eventually killed, and a complete overhaul was necessary since the already partly operational system was beyond its best-before date before it was even finished. Scatter plots like Fig. 19 can thus be used as a volatility litmus test for ongoing projects within an IT portfolio, to signal for projects that are in the danger zone, or worse: beyond control. In this governmental situation, consecutive function point analyses were misinterpreted both by the auditors and management. Instead of being alarmed by the grandiose volatility, they used the growth to, erroneously, extrapolate the function point countings to estimate the function point total at planned project delivery. This illustrates that even when the function point size measures of a project are available, uninitiated people can draw totally false conclusions, and will walk with open eyes off the requirements volatility cliff.
The approach taken in the bancassurance portfolio helps to avoid these problems. In the bancassurance portfolio larger projects are split up in smaller subprojects to mitigate risks. Jones [34] states that requirements creep is sometimes outside the control of the entire software organization and that it can be anticipated, but seldom it can be reversed once it occurs. The measures provided in this paper serve as an early warning sign for high volatility rates. And when high volatility rates are encountered for a project, management needs to consider to split up the project in smaller more manageable projects as is common practice in the low-risk bancassurance portfolio in order to mitigate risk.
Volatility variations for outsourcing
Many organizations outsource their IT function or parts of it. As Jones mentions in his book [39] , outsourcing of software development seems to decrease the compound monthly requirements volatility rate. There are several reasons clarifying this. First, outsourced projects are probably managed better on the client side. As the company that is giving the requirements to sourcing partners it is impractical and costly to have too many meetings about unclear requirements, so the company outsourcing its work will try to make requirements documents as clear and complete as possible. Second, it is the company receiving the development assignment that will try to complete the project as soon as possible to maximize their profit and thus clarify unclear requirements in the beginning of the project. Third, the sourcing partner will not mind charging more hours than initially estimated for the hours needed for clarifying the requirements. And fourth, there is a contract in between, and to prevent litigation conflicts, there is a tendency to turn the project into a success no matter what, which probably results in unpaid and unrecorded overtime.
Sometimes organizations tend to apply a zero-change policy at the start of an outsourcing deal with the idea of staying in control, also known as no-change-no-delay. But requirements vary by their nature, so a zero-change policy does not always lead to an ideal end product. See Peters and Verhoef [55] for a discussion on business cases for requirements creep with a positive return on investment.
The bancassurance organization in question was curious to know whether a zero-change-no-delay policy would work out positively for their routine IT work. Business management thought that this would once and for all solve their problems they historically had with their in-house development. The bancassurance portfolio contains enough data to explore such questions. We submitted the bancassurance portfolio to an analysis whether or not outsourcing had an effect on the compound monthly requirements volatility rate. It turned out that outsourced projects display similar requirements volatility characteristics as in-house developed projects. We will show in this section how we arrived at this conclusion. In Table 9 we show the size characteristics for the in-house versus outsourced projects. We see in Table 9 that outsourced projects are usually larger than in-house projects. This is to be expected, since when outsourcing work, larger portions of labor are more prone to be candidates for sourcing and smaller projects are done in-house.
The first plot in Fig. 20 shows three different probability functions for the bancassurance portfolio. The dashed distribution represents the volatility rate for projects that were outsourced. In the case of this portfolio the projects were nearsourced, i.e. outsourced to a local company, as opposed to offshore outsourcing when projects are outsourced to other countries. The dotted probability function represents the in-house volatility rate; the solid function is the probability function of the complete portfolio. As appears from Fig. 20 , outsourcing seems to make a difference, but we will see shortly that this is insignificant for our data set. In the second plot in Fig. 20 the box-and-whisker plots for the same three portfolio partitions are shown. Here we see that the outliers with a high absolute volatility rate, |r| > 20%, are in-house developed projects. Table 10 presents the kurtosis and skewness of the three data sets to further illustrate the differences between the three. We remind the reader that the kurtosis and skewness of a normal distribution are zero. Table 10 states that the form of the probability function is more slender than a normal distribution, both for the in-house and outsourced projects and that the functions are right-skewed. As we concluded before the outliers in Fig. 20 are the smaller sized projects. In this portfolio, the outsourced projects are larger in function point size than the in-house developed projects.
In-house or outsourced?
As Table 9 states, the mean for in-house projects is 141 function points and for outsourced projects 360 function points. The plots in Fig. 20 suggest that the projects in the outsourced partition are showing a lower requirements volatility than the in-house bancassurance projects, which concurs with Jones results summarized in Table 1 and his findings on differences in average sizes of in-house and outsourced projects [37, Table 7 .7 and 8.5]. To validate this statement we have done a statistical test on the data, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, to detect differences in the probability density function for the two data sets. Despite the slight visual differences, there is no statistical proof of our hypothesis that they are different. The resulting test statistic D, the maximum vertical difference between cumulative distribution functions, equals 0.25 with a p-value of 0.2968. This result does not give us statistical proof to conclude that the two data sets, in-house development and outsourced, are drawn from a different continuous distribution. We can clarify this statistical insignificance since the outsourced labor for these projects was not just thrown over a fence, but done on-site with the customer. External IT staff adopted quickly to the in-house situation, more or less providing about the same requirements volatility as a regular on-site development. To further analyze our conclusion, we partitioned the complete set of project data randomly many times and revealed that when having more comparable data available, the difference in volatility between in-house and outsourced projects can become significant; corroborating Jones' results that there is a difference. Resampling without replacement was performed by slicing the complete data set in two separate sets of the same size as the in-house and outsourced data, a subset of 20 projects and a subset of 64 projects. This slicing, sampling without replacement, was performed 10,000 times. For each partition the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was done on the two subsets, each time resulting in a value for the test statistic D. The probability density function of all 10,000 D values is plotted in Fig. 21 with the test statistic for the inhouse versus outsourced partition plotted as a vertical line. The percentage of randomly created partitions that had a KS test statistic larger than the actual value is only 7%. So, in 93% of the random slices that were created a smaller maximal distance between the cumulative distribution function was found than in the actual slice of in-house and outsourced. The division of the data set into in-house and outsourced projects creates a relatively large distance between the subsets when concerning the distribution function. This indicates that partitioning the projects in an in-house and outsourced subset creates a larger difference than most random partitions. So, it is unlikely that the volatility differences induced by this division are purely coincidental. Even though the current difference is not statistically significant, it does not appear to be purely random either. When more similar distributed data is available it is important to look at this partition, because the current large distance, although not statistically significant, can barely be induced by sheer coincidence.
The boomerang
Comparing the different amount of staff hours for projects usually shows that larger projects have a lower productivity than smaller projects, because of increasing fixed costs like communication. We will investigate this in the bancassurance portfolio. In Fig. 22 the number of hours spent on a project are compared to the productivity for that project. Since there was no complete data on hours spent for outsourced projects this analysis was performed only on in-house projects.
This results in highly elastic productivity for projects of a size smaller than 100 function points, which means that a small proportional difference in size can have a large proportional difference in productivity for the range from 1 to 100 function points. Function (24) states for the bancassurance portfolio the statistically fitted productivity function fppm, a simple statistical fit which is a variation of the benchmark in [74, p. 61, Formula 46] . Function (24) benchmarks for a certain size f , expressed in function points, its productivity expressed in function points per staff month. Eq. (24) is plotted in Fig. 22 . This function, based on the project data, assumes a theoretical asymptote of zero function points per staff month and a productivity smaller than 1 function point per staff month for projects that are larger than 677 function points. This is not in accordance with reality, however in this portfolio we can use this productivity relation for analysis purposes. Next, we compare productivity with the absolute value of the compound monthly growth rate. Surprisingly, some underlying effects tend to create clusters of projects along a boomerang as can be seen in Fig. 23 . In the lower half of the figure a cluster of projects can be seen that have a mutually increasing compound monthly growth rate, but display the same productivity. In other words, these projects displayed mutually increasing requirements creep, but were not able to manage the requirements change, resulting in a low productivity. In the upper halve of the figure there is a cluster of projects that have opposite characteristics. Whilst these projects do have a high compound monthly growth rate, the projects also have a high productivity. These projects seem to flourish better with higher requirements volatility. In the following paragraph we will discuss the causes of the boomerang in Fig. 23. 
Size and volatility
To assure that the differences in volatility in Figs. 23 and 25 did not stem from size differences in the different projects Fig. 24 has been made. In Fig. 24 the size in function points is added to the plot, in which larger sizes imply a circle with a larger diameter. Fig. 24 shows that both large and small projects appear in the different partitions. An analysis with the internal project portfolio of the different projects plotted, turned out to explain the boomerang shape.
In Fig. 25 we present the boomerang picture again, but now for only three sub-portfolios each containing 7-13 projects. This figure shows a factor that supposedly has created the observed boomerang. The three partitions of the bancassurance portfolio have the following characteristics. We call the cluster of projects with high volatility, but low productivity, partition x. It turned out that these projects supported stock trading. Partition x contains very complex projects tightly interwoven with a large legacy portfolio of existing IT assets mainly written in COBOL with several interfaces and the portfolio evolved over many years making enhancement difficult, thus resulting in a low productivity. This coincides with Jones' type 5 enhancements [39] . Jones describes type 5 modifications as the classic form of maintenance of aging legacy applications with a low productivity of 0.5 to 3 function points per staff month. The high requirements volatility can be explained by high cohesion between IT and business in this part of the bancassurance portfolio. Because of cohesion, small changes to the requirements were often made after requirements sign-off, resulting in high volatility rates, which is not desirable given the legacy portfolio.
The cluster of projects that display high requirements change, partition y, but also a high productivity, are in a partition of the portfolio that deals with back-office systems. In several project iterations new versions of the products were created. The projects succeeded in using mostly out-of-the box tools to generate the necessary forms, thus resulting in high productivity. High volatility stemmed from different causes. First of all, the requirements usually changed during project iterations that were executed in close contact with the client. Secondly, the first function point counting took usually place in an earlier stage of the development project in this part of the portfolio than in other parts. Therefore, the requirements appear less stable when compared to projects from other parts of the portfolio. The organization confirmed that the development method was geared towards dealing with volatility. The last group, partition z, does not show a high requirements change, less than 6%, but shows a moderate productivity. This group is a partition of the portfolio concerning international payments. Requirements for international payments are based on international standards and must therefore have clearly defined requirements, which explains the low compound monthly volatility rate. We partitioned Fig. 23 in four quadrants, creating a diagram with four different types of projects. In Table 11 we listed the values corresponding to the quadrant division. The matrix in Table 11 corresponds with the quadrants in Fig. 23 . The high productivity-high volatility projects correspond to the upper-right quadrant, the low productivity-low volatility to the lower-left quadrant and their opposites the high productivity-low volatility projects correspond to the upper-left quadrant and the low productivity-high volatility to the lower-right quadrant. With these quadrants and the diagram it is possible to score projects and provide a list of potential projects that need additional management attention.
Monitoring the volatility of an ongoing portfolio
When the requirements volatility of an ongoing portfolio needs to be continuously monitored, there is an alternative to intermittent function point analyses as size estimates. This section describes how to assess the volatility of ongoing projects at low cost, but with the drawback that, since we are monitoring production, outliers in the analysis are not necessarily due to volatile requirements. Our low cost method does allow quick pinpointing of production variabilities for root-cause analysis of requirements volatility or other reasons.
Doing two function point measures for a project results in a cost of only two times the function point size expressed in estimation dollars. However, when it is necessary to have a constant grip on the volatility, monthly or weekly measurements become expensive. It is then cheaper to revert to daily reports of lines of code that are checked in. By using the total number of lines of code, LOC, from daily reports produced by configuration management tools, it is possible to estimate the size of a project on a daily basis through backfiring. Backfiring was introduced by Jones [33, 39, 37] , and is simply a function point conversion rate for the lines of code and the programming language involved. In different programming languages it takes a different amount of lines of code to program one function point. In [37, page 78] Jones lists function point conversion rates for various programming languages. 
Volatility of a software product line
In Fig. 26 we show the size over a period of 206 days of a portfolio of correlated systems that together form a software product line for embedded software of a hardware manufacturer. Some of the subsystems were already deployed before the start date in Fig. 26 . Within the shown period a few values were missing in the data files, but not more than 9%, since it was not every day the report was created that listed the physical magnitude of the portfolio in lines of code. With interpolation of the surrounding data the few missing values were added. By applying backfiring we calculated the size in function points of the software product line. This number is shown in Fig. 26 for all days. A line intersecting all points is also drawn in this figure in which we immediately notice the size shocks at certain points in time. The substantial discontinuities signal large volatility in very short time frames, and deserve direct attention to investigate whether something is going astray. Fortunately, most of these size jumps turned out to be explainable. The leap around day 58 occurred due to forking of a subsystem. From the forking at day 58 until day 93 of the observed period two versions of the same subsystem had to be maintained, to temporarily support two variants of an embedded system that is residing in the IT portfolio. At day 93 the additional subsystem was removed, therefore the decrease in size. Between day 141 and day 142 a part of the software product line that had been outsourced and was finished, was checked in, radically increasing the size of the software product line. So, the largest outliers were perfectly legitimate. This means that we can omit these values from our analysis to dive into other volatility signals that become perhaps invisible due to the large outliers now present in the picture.
From the daily backfired size estimates we can calculate the corresponding monthly volatility rate with Formula (4). For the number of months t we use the value 1/30.5, since we take 30.5 as the average number of days in a month and therefore 1/30.5 as the number of months for 1 day. In Formula (4) we have to divide 1 by the intercounting duration, 1/30.5, and get 30.5 in the exponent of the size divisions. So, to monitor the volatility r for a daily difference we use Formula (25) using the SizeAtDay on day n and day n + 1. Having a high amount of volatility data available on this product line, we can now apply our previously shown analysis methods. Although we are not analyzing just the requirements volatility with these data, but the integral production volatility, this method is a very cheap possibility to observe changes compared to doing function point analyses. Daily source code sizes are easily obtained from a source code version control system, and with our formulas easily converted to compound monthly growth rates. Volatility outliers in the thus obtained data should be inspected for root causes. We are in this manner creating maximum volatility inspection results with minimal effort.
In Table 12 we show the characteristics of the daily measured volatility changes expressed in monthly percentages. Of course the minimum and maximum are much lower and higher for the data that contain the previously explained outliers, and we see a change in the average that is 4.92% for the data containing the outliers and 1.69% for the cleansed data. Jones' average for system software, 2%, is again close to our empirically found average. In this case, the averages should have been lower though, since the management's target was set to no growth at all, and preferably a code volume shrink. The shown data concerns a so-called reactive product line [18] , in which many instances of similar systems are consolidated into a single system: a software product line. Of course, you need new code for that, but the expectation is that other parts of the IT portfolio can shrink. Either by code removal or by generic code that replaces multiple clones or near clones. Therefore, management desired not only merging multiple instances into a single product line, but also a decrease of the total code volume. With our metrics, it is possible to monitor the conformance of the volatility of the reactive product line to the desired overall maximum of zero percent volatility.
In these kind of portfolio assessments of the volatility it is also important to have a look at the skewness of the density function of r. For example, our bancassurance portfolio has a median of 0% requirements volatility, but its skewness is positive, 1.088. So the chance on growth is larger than the chance on shrinkage. This is not a problem since new functionality was added, which is in line with the overall growth of about 6% in function points. The skewness of the density function of r of the cleaned data of the software product line is 1.86, therefore the chances on code volume increase are higher than the decrease that is desired by management.
Despite the conformance to Jones' averages, the probability density function of this data also has a GPD shape, and with GPD shapes the mean and median usually differ, therefore, we recommend to create your own benchmark or use our systems benchmark as a surrogate instead of Jones' averages. The maximum tolerance factor P of cleaned data is 0.33, which can serve as a benchmark for other systems software portfolios.
Volatility density. To further investigate the volatility rate of the software product line, we have first drawn a probability density plot of volatility data including the outliers. This density plot can be found in Fig. 27 . In this density plot it is hard to distinguish the numbers around zero percent. Therefore, we have also plotted a density plot for the data without the outliers, since we stated the causes of these outliers earlier. This resulting density plot is the solid line in Fig. 28 . For comparison we have also included our bancassurance portfolio as a dashed line and the density plot of the governmental data as a dotted line. Fig. 28 results in an extended benchmark for the expected probability density of the volatility for different professional environments: • governmental environments with fixed political deadlines, continuously changing requirements through continuously changing legislation;
• product line environments with small changes and occasional high outliers;
• the volatility of the bancassurance environment which has a wider range than the software product line, but is centered around zero instead of the governmental environment that is centered around a 10% monthly requirements volatility.
Volatility metrics
With the product line as an additional requirements volatility benchmark, we continue with calculating the volatility ratios π and ρ. In Fig. 29 we present the p-proportional volatility ratios π, calculated with Formula (18) . The data containing the outliers is on the left-hand side, and the data without the outliers on the right-hand side. The slightly larger solid dot in both plots on the right is the overall π -ratio from beginning to end. The overall volatility from begin to end is 2.16% per month and the overall volatility π -ratio is 0.087. In the plot on the left we can easily identify the leaps and plummets that were shown also in Fig. 26 . However, we see also some ratios that were relatively far away from the general mean. These are the observations that in an IT governance situation need to be appointed for further investigation, since they are diverting Fig. 30 . The ρ 1 -ratio for a systems software portfolio.
Table 13
Example of a requirements volatility dashboard from the expected situation. To aid a portfolio manager we have plotted also the π -ratios for the data without the outliers on the right-hand side of Fig. 29 . In the right-hand side plot it is easier to identify the days diverting from the regular volatility rate. The same plots for the requirements volatility ratio ρ can be found in Fig. 30 . These plots contain the overall ρ-ratios from begin to end as solid dots. On the left-hand side of Fig. 30 we plotted the ρ-ratios for the daily volatilities expressed in monthly rates for all data. On the right-hand side of Fig. 30 the ρ-ratios are plotted for data cleansed from the outliers.
Besides the ability to identify daily changes that differ from the normal situation, these plots show also a tendency to smaller changes during the observed period. This same tendency was also slightly visible in Fig. 26 , in which the slope of the line was overall inclining.
Summary. By applying backfiring on daily size measures of the physical lines of code we monitored the volatility of a software product line. Backfiring of source code is more cost efficient than function point size analysis. Obviously we obtain more data points through the daily feed of data. With the introduction of the newly acquired volatility data line we established a systems software volatility benchmark.
Requirements volatility dashboard
After introducing new volatility metrics and analyzing volatility data from different industries with these metrics and thus establishing volatility benchmarks, we will now propose a requirements volatility dashboard for IT governance. The interested reader can find other quantitative tools supporting IT governance in Verhoef's article on IT governance [77] . Industry benchmarks are always helpful when little or no data is available in an organization, but when data starts to accumulate within an IT organization it is time to start to develop its own metrics. Therefore this section helps the IT governor how to represent and organize the organization's own data. It helps also as a comparative tool for a small number of projects or to calculate the volatility of a single project.
A requirements volatility dashboard must contain four volatility metrics: requirements volatility r, volatility tolerance p, the π -ratio and the ρ-ratio. In Table 13 an example volatility dashboard is shown with the volatility data from the previously shown governmental project and its subproject. For the π and ρ-ratios the tolerance factor p = 0.68 is used, which is the maximum tolerance factor P shown in Fig. 11 from the low-risk bancassurance portfolio. Besides the four volatility metrics we have also shown in Table 13 the maximum volatility rates r π and r ρ based on the tolerance factor P = 0.68 that are used in calculations of the π and ρ-ratios.
Project X in Table 13 is the project in Fig. 17 discussed in Section 6 and Project Y is the subproject which we earlier identified as being out of control. Both projects X and Y have an exact intercounting duration of 8.055 months which we will use in the following calculations. We recall from Fig. 17 that the subproject had an initial size of 131 function points and grew in 8 months to a size of 823 function points. Project X was initially 1076 function points and surged to 1790 function points, to eventually collapse. By using Formula 4, project X has a volatility rate r of ((1790/1076) ( The values in Table 14 can alternatively be calculated with the goal-seek function of a spreadsheet program. The function must then be set to x · e x and the goal must be set to the duration t. The variable x needs to be varied to find the goal value of t. The thus obtained value of x is the needed W (t). Suppose that the governors analyzing this dashboard accept a risk that is comparable to the bancassurance industry, and therefore take the bancassurance tolerance factor of 0.68, then all projects with higher values must be colored red as displayed in Table 13 for project Y. On the other hand an amber color is assigned for values of p that are in the interval between the third quantile, 0.046 for the bancassurance portfolio, and the maximum, 0.68, resulting in an amber color for the p value of project X. For the other metrics in the dashboard similar coloring should be agreed upon as we have done in Table 13 using the third quartiles and maximums of the bancassurance portfolio. Creating such a dashboard for all projects in an IT organization gives a quick overview of the projects out of control. The boundaries for the usage of the different colors red, amber and green are industry specific and should be based on your own internal data or our benchmarks.
Every project in a volatility dashboard needs a link to a figure with four plots, each plot containing data points with the internal or our bancassurance benchmark and the value of the current project highlighted. Fig. 31 shows an example of the dashboard plots for project Y and restates our conclusions of Section 6. These dashboard plots of requirements volatility combined with the dashboard in Table 13 are insightful to compare a project with its peers on all four volatility levels and is a management tool for monitoring requirements volatility.
Data summary
In this paragraph we provide all statistical summaries of the volatility metrics r, p, π and ρ that we have found during the analyses of the three portfolios: bancassurance, government and systems software. Table 15 combines all summaries, of which many were already provided in earlier sections.
Conclusions & findings
Volatile requirements have been a problem in software engineering for decades, but volatile requirements are a fact of life and changes are often essential. In this paper a number of converging events come together, as one of the reviewers pointed out to us.
• Projects are getting larger and larger and, with the increase in size, there is the associated increase of risk of failure. • The nature of projects is changing. While once the largest projects were back-office batch jobs, now the more difficult, and user-intense interactive projects are eclipsing their back-office cousins in size and complexity. Worse, their closeto-the-user nature leads to more requirements volatility than the back-office systems do.
• The light on the horizon is the IT industry's recent interest in project management and project development reporting.
Vendors and their customers are looking for ways to assess and report on project health. They are collecting information, sometimes daily, about how a project is progressing.
What the industry does not have is an accepted and useful way of interpreting the data for project managers and senior IT management. This is where our results can be helpful. Our paper proposes an interpretation needed to make project volatility data meaningful and actionable. The combination of the heightened awareness by senior business management of the likelihood and cost of project failure, the desire by the IT community to invest in project assessments, and the development of sophisticated performance and risk metrics, provide a powerful project management weapon for the IT community. In this paper we proposed methods and metrics to help support these events.
We have developed project management methods to quickly pinpoint volatile projects that are in the danger zone of unmanageability. Besides, we have also proposed metrics to monitor the requirements volatility of IT projects. By using accurate size estimates, function point analyses, executed at different moments in the project life cycle, we were able to calculate the compound monthly requirements volatility r for different industries among which a real-world bancassurance low-risk 23.5 million dollar costing portfolio consisting of 84 projects representing together 16,500 function points. We have shown the various characteristics of requirements volatility and analyzed it for various industries: bancassurance, in-house and outsourced, systems software and civil government. We have not found a significant difference in volatility between in-house and on-site outsourced projects. Projects that were counted thrice showed a higher volatility than projects counted twice, and we encountered projects with a high requirements scrap that tended to have a higher cost per function points. Moreover, we saw that a high volatility combined with a high productivity is possible when the development process and tools are completely focused on both targets.
We have proposed a new mathematical model to identify the requirements volatility danger zone of IT projects. With this model it is possible to calculate a project's tolerance for volatility based on size estimates at different moments in time and the duration between them. The various models are instrumental in comparing the volatility of projects with different durations and size. It turned out that short projects are less sensitive to high volatility than projects with long durations and large sizes. Therefore, the models allow for early identification of healthy and unhealthy requirements growth. This is of essential use in serving the industry's need to monitor project progress. We have shown how to calculate a project's tolerance for requirements growth and named it the tolerance factor p. The maximum encountered tolerance factor in a portfolio was named P. We introduced the p-proportional requirements volatility ratio π and its usage. A π p -ratio larger than 1 indicates excessive growth, with p an industry or portfolio specific value. We found P = 0.68 for the bancassurance portfolio and P = 0.33 for the systems software portfolio as acceptable tolerance factors. The high-risk governmental portfolio containing the failing project had a maximum tolerance factor of P = 1.71. Because of the failing project this is a factor when requirements creep is causing havoc. All ratios and tolerance factors were summarized in Table 15 .
We used the π -ratio to assess the volatility of IT portfolios of projects of different duration. With this metric we were able to pinpoint government projects that encountered excessive requirements growth. An additional metric that we proposed was named the requirements volatility ratio ρ that also takes into account the size of a project besides the duration and volatility. The ρ-ratio takes size into account since project duration and size have no complete correspondence. The volatility metric ρ puts more emphasis on high volatility occurring at larger projects than smaller projects experiencing the same volatility. We have applied these metrics on portfolios stemming from various industries, emphasizing the applicability of our methods on projects with a constant changing nature. With our proposed metrics we were able to identify projects with unhealthy volatility.
In our analyses we established a number of benchmarks most notably a bancassurance, governmental and a systems software benchmark. We proposed a requirements volatility dashboard as a means to monitor the volatility of a portfolio of projects. All the different analyses resulted in different benchmarks for different industries. These benchmarks can be used to compare the requirements volatility of other IT portfolios. With the presented methods and metrics we have created a new tool to quantify requirements volatility with which it is possible to compare the volatility of projects of different duration and different origin and to pinpoint projects that are getting larger and larger and are, or are getting, out of control. Finally, the technical reality of software development is that we will continue to have volatile requirements. We think that our method brings us a step closer to managing that reality by being able to discriminate in a very early stage between manageable and unmanageable requirements volatility.
